
‘Where every child is known and loved, as a child of God’ 

 

Week Phoneme Spellings 

1 a 

cat plait meringue 

salmon guarantee random 

grab acrobat (top) acronym (top) 

flat flatter (more) flattest (most) 

2 ay 

always separate grate 

male nominate (name) rain 

reign favourite potatoes 

denominator (name) capable (ability) unsafe (not) 

3 
e 
 

enough remember (memory) breath 

friend said exercise 

medicine decade (ten) decathlon (ten) 

friendlier (more) said extreme 

4 ee 

meet meat complete 

believe busy laboratory (work) 
nativity (birth) receive (take) material 

recent dethrone (opposite) decelerate (opposite) 

5 i 

consider different (carry) difficult 

signature (mark) bicycle (two, circle) busy 

business decide bargain 

average language misty (adjective) 

6 ie 

lightning occupy cycle 

arrive decide (cut) incline (slope) 

recline (slope) bicycle (two, circle) library (free) 

biped (two, feet) migration rhyme 

7 oe 

suppose (place) microphone (small, sound) telephone (far, sound) 

groan grown though 

acrobat (top) acronym (top) globe 

focus prohibited (hold, past) go 

8 u / schwa 

interrupt (between, break) bankrupt (break) judge 

prejudice (judge) borough thorough 

couple numerous (number) kilometre (thousand) 

labour (work) unfair (not) undone (not) 

9 ue 

schedule few continue 

actual particular acute (sharp) 

acupuncture (sharp) individual numerator (number) 

evaluation newer (more) newest (most) 

10 air 

fare fair declare (clear) 

prepare there their 

they’re various (different) aerial (air) 

aerospace (air) aeroplane (air) variation (different) 

11 ear 

appear disappear (away) hear 

here severe volunteer 

superior (higher) series spear 

cheer weariest (most) fearful (full) 

12 er 

circle purpose answer 

certain (sure) transfer (across, carry) prefer (carry) 

perhaps quarter work 

centre early heard 

Spellings 

Year 3 
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13 oo 

loose rule crew 

cool through fruit 

whose who’s tool 

brew sooner (more) soonest (most) 

14 or 

forward important deform (opposite, shape) 

uniform (one, shape) reform (again, shape) ball 

bawl quarter (four) therefore 

talking thought caught 

15 f 

famous favourite February 
different (carry) difficult biography 

graphics photograph photogenic 

enough draft shift 

16 g 

regular (rule) group hexagon (six, angle) 

pentagon (five, angle) league colleague 

guard guide aggressive 

polygon (many, angle) diagonal (angle) greatest (most) 

17 j 

project (throw) reject (throw) eject (throw) 

agenda (do) agent (do) agitate (do) 

average language soldier 

region jumped (past) unjust (not, law) 

18 k 

increase peculiar acupuncture (sharp) 

acute (sharp) antique unique (one) 

chorus chemist occasion 

quarter (four) active (do) quadrilateral (four) 

19 l 

build calendar complete 

ball bawl illegal (law) 

bicycle (two, circle) circle cycle (circle) 
enable (ability) material natural 

20 m 

morning mourning impossible (not) 

demand thumb memory (memory) 

memorial (memory) command comment 

summary temporary (time) marking (present) 

21 n 

increase morning mourning 

bond entire knight 

sign (mark) signal (mark) annual (year) 

anniversary (year) design (mark) channel 

22 r 

breath breathe fruit 

group through write 

arrive rhyme terrain (earth) 

territory (earth) strength straight 

23 s 

describe (write) disappear (away) history 

interest perhaps missed (past) 

possible bicycle scent 

science scene sentence 

24 t 

extreme (out) heart height 

history accept (take) except (out, take) 
thought naughty minute 

attained attitude taking (present) 

25 sh 

shoulder extinguish (out) chef 

chalet ensure expansion (our) 

discussion permission issue 

musician magician mathematician 

26 ay 

holiday midday replace (again) 

became ashamed (past) male 

mail main mane 

eight obey major 
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27 ee 

week weak breathe 

extreme (out) disagree (away) early 

history February key 

alien (other) alias (other) clarity (clear) 

28 i 

disappear (away) promise minute 

notice (know) limit confident (trust) 

symbol women opposite 

similar (same) important interest 

29 ie 

midnight tricycle describe 
exercise triangle tripod 

final island pie 

dynamic (power) dynamo (power) dynamite (power) 

30 er 

surprise energy remember (memory) 

whether weather framework 

earth particular regular (law) 

preferred (carry) external (out) insert 

31 or 

ordinary history portable (carry) 

transport (across, carry) quartet (four) core 

ignore astronaut (star, sailor) bought 

restore (again) walking naughty 

32 k 

intact (touch) contact (touch) exclude (out, close) 

conclude (close) seclude (close) technique 

echo character accurate 

occur equal equator (equal) 

33 l 

early island learn 

eventually stable trouble 

visible (see) visual (see) signal (mark) 
medal meddle length 

34 s 

strength surprise missed (past) 

hissed (past) certain (sure) century (hundred) 

centimetre (hundred) centipede (hundred) answer 

notice (know) piece peace 

35 ee 

heel heal scene 

seen naughty probably 

ordinary polygon (many, angle) polytheism (many, god) 

rewind (again) reaction (again) previous 

36 s 

seen scene straight 

strange centre recent 

process December (ten) increase 

flat flatter (more) flattest (most) 
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Week Phoneme Spellings 

1 ay 

display plane plain 

rain rein reign 

eighth regulate (ruler) brake 
break grate great 

2 e 

mention peculiar possession 

pressure bread accept (take) 

except (out, take) whether weather 

any extreme (out) many 

3 ee 

peace piece bury 

berry empathy (feeling) sympathy (feeling) 

heal heel he’ll 

peculiar various (different) reveal 

4 i 

experiment history imagine (picture) 

increase binoculars stability 

ordinary building analysis 

image (picture) builder (thing/person) fitter (more) 

5 ie 

tie site survive 

highlight style incisor (cut) 

excise (cut) homicide (cut) deny 

describe (write) exercise height 

6 oe 

telescope (far, scope) periscope (round, scope) microscope (small, scope) 

microchip (small) sole role 
code potatoes notice 

although notice shown 

7 u / schwa 

unfair (not) undone (not) enough 

reluctant company (together) method 

random rough tough 

millimetre (thousand) millilitre (thousand) recover 

8 ue 

popular (people) regular (rule) few 

pursue unicycle (one) unique (one) 

united (one, past) evacuate (empty) vacuum (empty) 

neutral stewed (past) chewy (adjective) 

9 ar 

heart guard market 

target father farther 

past passed (past) disaster 

barge calm farmer (makes noun) 

10 ear 

weary cereal serial 

interfere (between) sincerely experience 

period here hear 

peer pier steered (past) 

11 er 

firm consider exercise 

verdict (truth, say) learn grammar 

favourite peculiar popular 

certain (sure) certificate (sure) ascertain (sure) 

12 oo 

fool grew group 

bruise suitable (ability) revolution (turn) 

lose remove choose 

cruise rudest (most) undo 

13 or 

corpse (body) corporal (body) corporation (body) 

extraordinary (outside) export (carry) import (carry) 

audio (hear) audience (hear) audible (hear, able) 

organise overall source 

Spellings 
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14 f 

forward fruit affect 

effect phase efficient 

giraffe magnify (great) magnificent (great) 

often therefore fearsome (adjective) 

15 g 

grammar fatigue category 

ghost trigger investigate 

tiger guest guessed (past) 

dialogue (word) monologue (one, word) gravest (most) 

16 j 

inject (throw) object (throw) imagine (picture) 
geography (earth, writing) knowledge suggest 

image (picture) submerge (below) adjust 

intelligence jolliest (most) jogger (makes noun) 

17 k 

accident oblique cheque 

scheme affect effect 

link acrobat (top) acronym (top, name) 

acropolis (top, city) predict (before, say) character 

18 l 

knowledge library (free) particular 

popular (people) allowed (past) aloud 

example typical mental 

label steel steal 

19 m 

lamb cemetery determined (past) 

embarrassed (past) committee (together, send) community (together) 

communication (together) common (together) condemn 

familiar (family) overcome thumb 

20 n 

apparent controversy correspond (together) 

recommend context contract 

environment knowledge reign 
innovate (new) examine examining (present) 

21 p 

pedal (foot) pedestrian (foot) compel (force) 

expel (force) repel (force) pentathlon (five) 

popular (people) support (carry) supply 

appearance unpopular (not, people) portable (carry, able) 

22 r 

grammar increase interest 

library (free) natural (birth) probably 

promise recent wrong 

ferry (carry) error redder (more) 

23 s 

separate special suppose (put) 

politics (city) access nonetheless 

circle decide (cut) exercise 

medicine crescent sentence 

24 t 

history important (carry) interest 

material affect effect 

opposite attract (pull) receipt 

notice straight strength 

25 z 

zip fizz busy 

business exercise deposit (put) 
impose (put) positive (put) possession 

lose dose surprise 

26 sh 

establish machine extension (stretch) 

pressure possession mention 

action (do) tradition option 

nation (born) electrician politician (city) 

27 ay 

layer misbehave (wrong) mistake (wrong) 

locate (place) relocate (again, place) dislocate 

wailing aid weight 

survey gazing ached (past) 
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28 ee 

guarantee feature release (again) 

kilogram brief library (free) 

liberty (free) novelty (new) perceive (entirely, take) 

deceive (opposite, take) create cereal 

29 ie 

insight verify (truth) surprise 

guide combine (together) decline (slope) 

file library (free) bible 

identical identify refine 

30 er 

confirm herbal (plant) herbivore (plant, eat) 
permanent (entirely) persist (entirely) persistent (entirely) 

transfer (across, carry) research calendar 

referred(again, carry) father farther 

31 k 

physical category abstract (pull) 

detect chronological (time) chronic (time) 

scheme impact location (place) 

question technology communicate (together) 

32 l 

alter altar probably 

bible collapse collision 

conclusion (close) parallel (beside) excellent 

develop cereal serial 

33 s 

script (write) consider intensity 

democracy (people, rule) novice (new) sequence 

exceed discipline fascinate 

experience purpose police (city) 

34 sh 

publish (people) tension (stretch) tissue 

proclamation (shout) exclamation (out, shout) intention 

tradition non-fiction (not) population (people) 
transition (across) special crucial 

35 ee 

steel steal millipede (thousand, foot) 

theme deceive (opposite, take) antibiotic (against, life) 

antisocial (against) anticlockwise (against) familiar (family) 

obvious regal (rule) theory 

36 s 

absolute consistent necessary 

evidence (see) concept society 

scent thistle influence 

nonsense (not) cease circumstances (around) 
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Week Phoneme Spellings 

1 a 

acropolis (top, city) astronaut (star, sailor) astronomer (star) 

asterisk (star) clarity (clear) clarify (clear) 

abandon plaid timbre 
guarantee natural (birth) unfathomable (not, able) 

2 ay 

accommodate appreciate communicate (together) 

available exclaim (out, shout) neighbour 

retain (again, hold) sustain (hold) maintain (hold) 

obtain (hold) data straight 

3 e 

experience experiment sentence 

length berry bury 

led lead head 

leisure military exploit 

4 ee 

proceed precede (before) achieve 

prophecy prophesy stationary 

stationery ceiling serial 

appreciate video (see) vehicle 

5 i 

position minute building 

compliment complement profit 

prophet physical busiest (most) 

busier (more) fizzier (more) fizziest (most) 

6 ie 

cyclone criticise bridle 

bridal isle aisle 
prior priority disqualify 

via recognise (again, know) mighty (adjective) 

7 o 

competition (together) conscience cognition (know) 

biography (life, writing) biology (life) contrary (against) 

controversy (against, turn) contradict (against, say) restaurant 

cough yacht involved (around, past) 

8 oe 

impose (put) propose (put) goal 

toes biosphere (life) co-operate (together) 

coexist (together) dough hydrogen 

dispose (put) postpone (after) postscript (after, writing) 

9 u / schwa 

pronunciation maximum minimum 

subsequent (below) substitution develop 

stomach accompany government 

ambiguous (both) ambidextrous (both) unreliable (not, able) 

10 ue 

volume newest (most) nuisance 

communicate (together) community (together) duo (two) 

duet (two) duplicate (two) fugitive (escape) 

refuge (escape) refugee (escape) queue 

11 ar 

bargain marvellous parliament 

carnivore (flesh, eat) incarnate (flesh) carnal (flesh) 

draft draught disastrous 

staff calm charted (past) 

12 er 

concur neighbour transferred (across, carry) 

alter altar preserve 

reserve reverse (again, turn) introvert (turn) 

controversy (against, turn) extrovert (outside, turn) amateur 

13 or 

morning according forty 

awkward forecast (before) foreboding (before) 

automatic (self) autograph (self writing) automobile (self) 

brought mourning (present) scornful (full) 

Spellings 
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14 ow 

aloud allowed (past) encounter 

now plough foundation 

bough drought outcome 

shout shouting (present) uncrowded (not, past) 

15 f 

profit prophet physical 

cough rough definite 

familiar (family) foreign forty 

insufficient (not) interfere (between) sporty (adjective) 

16 g 

category government programme 
plague guarantee vague 

recognise (know) signature significant 

disgraceful (away, full) unguarded (not, past) grateful (full) 

17 j 

prejudice (before, judge) exaggerate genesis (origin) 

generate (origin) genetic (origin) privilege 

vegetable budget advantage 

exchange logic rigid 

18 k 

compliment complement recognise (again, know) 

antibiotic (against, life) anticlockwise (against) accommodate (do, with) 

accompany (do, with) equipped (past) equipment 

sacrifice secretary queue 

19 l 

principle principal parliament 

isle aisle individual 

physical muscle vegetable 

soldier sincerely (adverb) explanation 

20 m 

mischievous rhythm stomach 

system temperature solemn 

immediately recommend (again) programme 
commit (together, send) dominant merit 

21 p 

competition (together) correspond (together) desperate 

develop apparent appreciate 

disappear (away) inappropriate (not) explanation 

supernatural (higher, nat) envelope separate 

22 r 

remember cemetery foreign 

harass hindrance prejudice (judge) 

wrap correspond (together) rhythm 

profession programme pronunciation 

23 s 

prophecy prophesy guest 

guessed (past) past passed (past) 

sincerely sacrifice section (cut) 

dissect (cut) whistle civil (city) 

24 t 

recent not knot 

past passed (past) definite 

desperate doubt definite 

identity attached (past) sensitive (feel) 

25 w 

wary weary where 

language persuade (entirely) equipped (past) 
aquarium (water) aquatic (water) aqueduct (water, lead) 

equipment acquire require 

26 z 

buzz suppose advise (see) 

devise (see recognise (again, know) desert 

dessert zapping (present) ooze 

cosmos (universe) cosmic (universe) revise (see) 

27 ch 

achieve attached (past) watch 

match amateur opportunity 

patient capture miniature 

question century (hundred) natural (birth) 
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28 sh 

brochure comprehension expression (out) 

stationary stationery dictionary (say) 

conscience conscious appreciate 

section (cut) parachute (beside) contradiction (against, say) 

29 ay 

exaggerate persuade (entirely) decade (ten) 

activate (do) exhale (out) anticipate 

beige stationary stationery 

ancient labour (work) basic 

30 ee 

wary weary mischievous 
committee (together, send) accompany (together) conceive 

perceive (entirely, take) medium (middle) medieval (middle) 

mediocre (middle) hierarchy (rule) feelings (present, plural) 

31 er 

adverb (word) proverb (word) altar 

alter alternate alternative 

interaction (between, do) internal (between) inferred 

expert mediocre (middle) sillier (more) 

32 s 

serial cereal ascent (climb) 

assent descent (opposite, climb) controversy (against, turn) 

system soldier signature (mark) 

advice (see) device (see) precise (before, cut) 

33 t 

knot not recent 

interrupt (between, break) doubtful (full) dentist 

trident (three, tooth) triangle (three) temperature 

twelfth definite committee (together, send) 

34 sh 

parachute (beside) confession admission (send) 

international (between, 
birth) 

destruction (opposite, build) interaction (between, do) 

suspicious vicious precious 

misshapen (wrong) delicious malicious (bad) 

35 s 

correspond (together) mischievous desperate 

precede (before) proceed principal 

principle announce (word) prejudice (before, judge) 

pronunciation necessary muscle 

36 sh 

profession competition (together) malfunction (bad) 

prediction (before, say) sufficient deficient 

proficient official especially 

unshaded (not, past) artificial potential 
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Week Phoneme Spellings 

1 ay 

dehydrate (opposite, water) eliminate motivate 

debate demonstrate (people) explain 

indicate relate explanation 
spectator (look) stable unplayable (not, able) 

2 e 

demonstrate (people) exhibit (out, hold) definite 

desperate read credit (belief) 

credible (belief, able) incredible (belief, able) unfriendly (not) 

said dictionary (say) leisure 

3 ee 

category cemetery community (together) 

curiosity protein convenience 

familiar (family) immediately marine (sea) 

submarine (below, sea) scenery wheel 

4 i 

individual epidemic rhythm 

system equipped (past) equipment 

privilege building malice (bad) 

misheard (wrong) millimetre (thousand) midday (middle) 

5 ie 

sacrifice environment identity 

variety (different) reliable (able) dimension 

diversity (apart, turn) confide (trust) maximise 

provide (see) eyeball sightless (without) 

6 o 

correspond (together) foreign alter 

alternate octopus (eight) octagon (eight, angle) 
solitary (alone) complex trough 

convention contemporary (time) yacht 

7 oe 

furlough donate (give) donor (give) 

postscript (after, writing) component (together) evolution 

isolate notice prohibited (hold) 

tomatoes groan grown 

8 ue 

beautiful (full) distribute document (teach) 

individual occupy opportunity 

accurate ambiguous (both) annual (year) 

cue queue choose 

9 air 

aware compare wear 

therefore whereas heir 

dictionary (say) necessary wary 

secretary they’re prayer 

10 er 

desert dessert herd 

heard perspective (entire, look) determined 

interrupt (between, break) shoulder government 

unconcerned (not, past) research (again) favourite 

11 or 

morning according laboratory (work) 

distorted format (shape) transform (across, shape) 

awkward herbivore (eat) carnivore (flesh, eat) 

fought ought authority 

12 f 

interfere (between) profession draft 

draught conflict emphasis 

philosophy (love) tough sapphire 

stiffer (more) roughest (most) giraffe 

13 j 

strategy enduring (hard/lasting) duration (hard/lasting) 

durable (hard/lasting) procedure (hard/lasting) adjacent 

jealous jeopardy marriage 

knowledgeable (able) digestion suggest 

Spellings 
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14 k 

vehicle prospect (look) public (people) 

asterisk (star) stomach occupy 

frequently aquatic (water) aquarium (water) 

aqueduct (water, lead) wreck construction (build) 

15 l 

relevant shoulder especially 

marvellous bridle bridal 

serial cereal vehicle 

ethical internal laboratory (work) 

16 r 

profession programme relevant 
thorough tractor (pull) extract (out, pull) 

trend irregular (not, rule) irrational (not) 

wrecked (past) embarrass rhombus 

17 s 

nuisance persuade (entirely) aggressive 

sword license licence 

practise practice reverse (again, turn) 

responsible (able) criticise 
destructible (reduce, build, 

able) 

18 t 

restaurant equipped variety (different) 

vegetable yacht construct (build) 

constant monitor select 

relative walked (past) doubtless (without) 

19 w 

twelve what frequently 

consequences questionable (able) unquestionable (not, able) 

language swerve swirling (present) 

wondrous quest equalise (same) 

20 z 

represent (again) bruise close 
who’s whose reserve 

fuse recognise (know, again) criticise 

disastrous physical resource (again) 

21 ch 

mischievous fetch ditch 

natural (birth) nature (birth) creature 

furniture picture structure (build) 

adventure signature (mark) cello 

22 sh 

explanation pronunciation confidential (trust) 

essential partial adaptation 

social ambitious beneficial (well) 

misshapen (wrong) foolishness (a quality) chef 

23 e 

agenda ambivalent trend 

explanation explanation forgetfulness (a quality) 

many friendliness (a quality) buried 

jealousy leisure jeopardy 

24 ee 

equality (same) identity opportunity 

secretary frequently pronunciation 

economy category sincerely 
variety (different) seemingly eagerly 

25 s 

restaurant harass convinced 

necessary descend (reduce, climb) ascend (climb) 

secretary enhanced sincerely 

specific incision (cut) regicide (rule, cut) 

26 sh 

cautious definition antisocial (against) 

fictitious duration (hard/lasting) malicious (bad) 

instruction (build) infectious nutritious 

initial negotiation shockingly (adverb) 

27 revision 
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28 revision 

   

   

   

   

29 revision 

   

   

   

   

30 revision 

   
   

   

   

31 revision 

   

   

   

   

32 revision 

   

   

   

   

33 revision 

   

   

   

   

34 revision 

   

   

   
   

35 revision 
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